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CORRECTION
The last sentence of the articl e "Thunderstorm? C umulonimbus?" which appeared on page I of the
September issue should be
changed to read : " Aircrews
should take th e sa me precautions when briefed about
cumulonimbus as th ey do
when briefed about thunderstorms."
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CAPTAIN JERRY E. WALKER • 86th Flying Training Squadron • Laughlin AFB TX

ave you ever fudged a little
bit on altitude reports while
climbing or descending under
Traffic Control? Well, if you've
done it consider yourself lucky. If
you are doing it or considering it,
you are endangering yourself and
jeopardizing the lives of others.
Air Traffic Controllers never ask
for altitude reports unless a possible
traffic conflict exists. In order to
allow for adequate altitude separation, it is imperative that all pilots
report positions and altitudes with
the utmost accuracy and integrity.
Consider this situation and the
pilot's action which caused the
situation. A C-130 pilot was holding
over an NDB in preparation for
an ILS approach. The C-130 was
cleared for the approach and the
pilot began a descent from 3000
MSL in a procedure turn. While
the aircraft was descending to 2100
MSL, the procedure turn completion
altitude, a PA 28 Tri-Pacer was
nsiting the area. The pilot of the
ht aircraft requested radar
•

advisories and reported that his
altitude was 2800 MSL.
Approa'ch Control advised the
Tri-Pacer that he had a C-130 5
miles from his position, and the
pilot of the Tri-Pacer acknowledged
that he had the C-130 in sight.
The C-130 pilots were advised of
the Tri-Pacer's presence and that
the pilot of the Tri-Pacer had the
C-130 'in sight. The C-130 turned
inbound to intercept the localizer
course. At this time the C-130
flight crew began looking for the
light aircraft.
When the Tri-Pacer was within
600 feet of the C-130 it was
spotted in the 12 o'clock position
by the Flight Engineer. Both aircraft were at the same altitude
2100 MSL. This altitude was confirmed by the right seat pilot who
was administering the left seater
an annual instrument evaluation.
The C-130 took immediate evasive
action and cleared the Tri-Pacer
by approximately 300 feet. Luckily,

the C-130 was at approach speed
and saw the Tri-Pacer in time
to avoid a disaster. If the C-130
had been at penetration airspeed,
a midair collision probably would
have occurred.
This incident could have been
prevented if the pilot of the TriPacer had accurately reported his
altitude as 2100 MSL. The TriPacer pilot's lack of integrity
almost cost his life and possibly
the lives of the C-130 aircrew. We
military pilots certainly fly aircraft with higher airspeeds; and the
potential for midair collisions is
steadily increasing. The new altitude
encoding altimeters relieve us
from the need to report altitudes
in most cases. Needless to say,
equipment will fail and situations
will arise in which accurate reports
will be necessary. Our integrity
must certainly match the highest of
professional standards and we must
continue to watch for the other
guy.
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/f Santa Claus Can Dolt ...

II

•
or years around Christmas time
I've wondered how Santa Claus
managed to fly an overloaded
sleigh and nine unruly reindeer
from house-to-house, accident-free,
or at least nonreportable, and circumnavigate the globe at 900 kts
plus; and doing all this reportedly
without practice flights, route
checks, or any preflight planning
that pilots perform routinely.
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This year, my curiosity being
even more aroused, I asked John, an
intel friend of mine, to help me
determine if Santa in fact flew any
local transition flights around the
Pole. Did he have any mock-up
rooftops built for touch and go's?
Was he flying the route at other
times of the year and using sophisA ated jamming gear to fly unde'lllllllllrcted? John , having little else to do
(John's a specialist on Liechtenstein)
leaped at the challenge, and a
large scale effort was launched.
Using all possible means of collection and analysis, John soon
assured me that Santa flies no
locals, the reindeer are barned for
363 days each year, the sleigh is
hangared for the same period and
Santa spends the year making toys.
"Making toys! Huh. Even Santa
has additional duties? How does
he stay current?"

J ohn, my intel type, went on to
say that at I 0 p.m. each night,
before retiring, Santa was observed
sitting quietly alone in front of the
fire , and apparently, just meditating.
He makes no sound or lip movement so the Bug and TV implants
A n shed no light on Santa's
W oughts.

of Ops. He's a classmate and we're
both Rippy Eight.

MAJOR JACK SPEY
475th A ir Base Wing

After John's report, I was still
faced with a quandary. How was
Santa Claus, who's primary job was
making toys, with an additional
duty of flying (and only once a year
at that) , able to perform flawlessly
each year under the most difficult
conditions?

M y mind was unable to think
anymore so I put the whole problem aside. Anyway , I had mountains
of paperwork to attend to before
Christmas, and I was scheduled to
fly the next day.
The next day, the 22nd of
December, I was to fly the southbound courier, RON, and return on
the 23rd. No sweat! A cold front
had passed through the Washington
area on the night of the 21st so the
weather for the flight was clear
and a mil lion .
That morning it was Field Grade
Weather-a clear, cloudless winter
sky. The preflight was routine, the
takeoff smooth, and the southbound
leg was effortless. After landing,
however, the Red Cap Oil sample
revealed that the left engine had
to be changed. The turbine oil
assayed higher than the ore from the
Old Glory Mine in Virginia City.
And I was about to miss Christmas!
The 23rd was spent killing time
while the engine was being changed.
You know the type of day: the
club for breakfast, the BX, and a
golf game with Mike, the Director

On the 24th, Capt Jim Russell,
my copilot, and I took off for home .
But during the delay for the engine
change, a low pressure system
moved in and had covered Home
Plate with snow. And my desk, by
this time, would be equally
smothered in paperwork, and there
was still the unsolved question
concerning Santa Claus.
The flight home on Christmas
Eve was great until crossing Richmond VORTAC where we caught
up with the weather. You guessed it!
A good old low pressure area to
descend through, with 400 overcast,
snow, and l 1/2 miles visibility
awaiting us. (ATIS revealed that
the RCR machine engaged the
barrier at 30 kts.) As we were
handed off to Approach Control,
wouldn't you know it-the left
generator blew.

A t this point, all I'm concerned
about is Christmas presents, an overgrossed in-basket, shoveling the
sidewalk, and the $64 I lost to
Mike playing golf, in addition to the
generator light, low vis, and RCR.
I remember mumbling something
like: "Jim, check that generator and
get out the checklist." And I recall
slowly fading behind the Saberliner's problem as she sliced toward
home. I also remember telling myself, " you can handle this airplane,"
while slowly drifting farther and
farther behind the problem.
Walking toward the car, I
complimented Jim for his handling
of the emergency and the assistance
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MAJOR PHILIP M. McATEE
Directorate of
Aerospace Safety
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hen was the last time you
stopped by the comm shop
tci talk with the technician
who is working on that intermittent
UHF you wrote up? Or did you go
over and see how the flight control team is coming with trouble·
shooting that roll problem you had
with 795 yesterday?

W
he gave me during the approach
and landing. As we parted, I recall
thinking how far behind the aircraft I had fallen due to forgotten
knowledge and a mind full of other
matters. I'm glad Jim was aboard.
Christmas Eve was wonderful.
Marilyn and the children were
jubilant that Dad had made it home
in time. As I settled into bed, the
phone rang. It was John at the Intel
Shop.
" Sir, I'm sorry to bother you but
I thought you might like to have
our latest on the Santa Claus
operation."
" Yeah , John , go ahead."
"OK, sir. Starting the evening of
21 December, Santa spent four
hours in what appeared to be flight
planning. He had all sorts of charts
laid out, and maps covered the
floor. He worked till 0200. On 22
December, starting at 1800, Santa
went through the same routine and
finished work at 0130. On 23
December, at 0700 Santa personally
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inspected the sleigh, survival gear,
and chute. He finished preflight at
1030 and spent the rest of the day
going over maps and weather
charts. He worked till 0030.
This morning Santa awoke at
1100. He supervised the harnessing
of the reindeer. At 1400, he ate a
large high-protein , low-residue
meal. But then we lost contact with
the Bugs and sensors due to problems with the satellite.
" In conclusion , sir, Santa spent
29 hours in intensive preflight
planning, and personally conducted
a comprehensive preflight inspection . For 4 full days his total
mental effort seems to have been
directed towards tonight's flight.
Any questions , sir?"
" No, John, but I sure appreciate
all you've done. I've learned all I
need to know. Thanks again, and
have a merry Christmas and a safe
New Year."
"You're welcome, sir. Merry
Christmas."
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What we're talking about is you
(the crew member) getting to know
the maintenance people and helping them to help you . Now I realize I' m not talking to all crew
members; many of you enjoy excellent rapport with the mainte·
nance troops .

•
•

•

Remember when we used to
have squadron concept of maintenance for the fighters or when you
airlift folks were on the road with
a maintenance team, and the excellent maintenance support you
received? Why do you think that
was so? It was because the maintenance folks felt a part of the • ·
operation. They could see what
mission they were supporting.
Union cards went out the window
and everyone pitched in to get the
job done. The maintenance pe
got to know the aircrews an aWe

e

e

.Team
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•
•
•
versa . Also , they saw that they
were important to the big picture .

•

Now we know that it takes more
people to run squadron mainte·
nance. In these days of budget
cuts we no longer can afford it .
But what happens to these same
m a i ntenance men and wo men
they are back at t heir home
! Ks absorbed in the big AMS,
FMS , MMS and OMS squadrons?
Too often the rapport is lost. The
maintenance folks are doing the
same job but now they have lost
their identity as a part of the team.

A
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Aircrews go their way and the
mainte nance t ypes gci t heirs .
Everyon e li kes to have ot he r
peop le take an in terest in his job
and that goes doubly for the in·
shop specia list. At least the lin e
crew chiefs ha ve in vo lvement with
the flight crews , but the in-shop
repair specia I ist rarely see the
crews at all, just their write-ups .
They lose a sense of belongi ng to
"the team. "
Now there are many ways a
unit can stimulate this rapport and
feeling of involvement. In one unit
the crew members were assigned
as advisors to each shop in the
e
tenance complex. These crew

members acted as a " big brother"
to the people assigned to that
shop. They would visit the shop
frequently and brief what was go·
ing on and the operational res ults
from their side of the house. They
wou ld answer questions , discuss
mu tu al problems and, in gen eral ,
serve as a go- between an d feed ·
back loop between ops and that
shop.
I really don 't feel that such a
formal program is necessary. It is
just as effective for crews to stop
in the shop and talk about what
was done on a particular job or
how a reall y difficul t write -up is
co min g. The few m inutes spent in
these visits give the maintenance
fo lks a tremend ous boost and increased dedication because you
are interested in their work.
This does n't take a lot of t im e.
Simply following up on your writeups will probably give you quite a
bit of maintenance exposure. Not
only are yo u increas ing t he mora le
of the support folks , but you can
also greatly increase your knowledge and understanding of your
aircraft, its equipment and what
makes the whole th ing tick . And
that 's good.
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A T-33 was on a navigation proficiency flight at FL 370 when the backseater
told the pilot he was going to remove his oxygen mask to blow his nose. Approximately two minutes later, the pilot was unable to get the backseater to
respond to intercom. The pilot saw that the backseater's mask was still removed and he was looking dazed. The pilot told him to put his mask on.
Receiving no response, he declared an emergency, descended, and diverted
to the nearest Air Force base. The cabin altitude prior to descent was
23,000 feet. Later, fully recovered on the ground, the backseater said that he
took his mask off to blow his nose, then noticed that he had dropped his
pencil. He recovered his pencil, then decided to fill out the form 70, still
with mask off. He remembers looking out, thinking how nice it was and how
relaxed he felt. He heard the pilot talking to him; but he couldn't concentrate on what he was being asked to do.

PUT ON YOUR
MASK

IT WAS JUST A
BAD DAY

The engine start and ground checks were completed normally and the F -4
was ready to taxi when the WSO told the pilot that there was heavy blue
smoke billowing from around the rudder pedals. The IP in the front seat
ordered ground egress, shut down the engines and climbed out. The WSO
made an emergency ground egress and fractured his heel when he jumped
to the ground.
This was the WSO's second ride in the F -4. Maintenance could find no malfunctions and the most probable explanation is fog from the air conditioning
vents.
As the THUD jock completed his before taxi checklist, he checked the landing gear downlock override switch with his thumb while holding the landing
gear handle down with his other fingers. There would have been no problem
except that one finger slipped off the gear handle and actuated the arresting
hook switch. In one sense this pilot is lucky. The external stores jettison
switch is in the same area. He could have hit that instead. The check the
pilot was performing is no longer in the pilot's checklist (for some fairly
good reasons) .

A SLIP FROM
THE SWITCH

A southern base has reported serious problems with transient aircraft. This
base has been forced to curtail transient maintenance operating hours because of reduced manpower. The new hours have been published in the
NOT AMs but aircraft continue to arrive outside the transient services
operating hours.
While this is a problem in itself, there are more serious aspects. These include attempts at unassisted taxiing, parking, and even servicing by aircrews.
Granted, many crews are qualified to perform these functions, but the violations that have occurred have the potential for disaster. There is no excuse
for marshalling an aircraft at night without lighted wands, no fire guards for
start or performing maintenance during refueling.
No aircraft commander should tolerate such practices around his aircraft.
And as a footnote: One of the things you certify when you sign that DD-175
is that your base of intended landing has appropriate maintenance support
to safely complete the mission.

TRANSIENTSBE ALERT
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RECIPE FOR A
TAXI ACCIDENT

First, have civil engineers work on the parallel taxiway using barricades to
mark the work area. Add some confusion between CE, Base Ops, and tower
about just where this construction is located. Then make sure that the barricades used are white and position them on the white painted area of the
taxiway.
Once this is ready, take an A-7 pilot taxiing in from a mission. Make sure
the HUD combining glass is fogged over, and have the pilot more concerned
about locating his parking space than clearing the area immediately in front
of his aircraft. Result: one SLUF with a slightly bent nose .

NEW PIREP
FORMAT

A new nationwide standardized PIREP format was implemented October 15
by the Federal Aviation Administration, National Weather Service and Department of Defense. When pilots make in-flight weather reports, however,
they need not follow the new format. The information they transmit to FAA
air traffic and flight service facilities is encoded into the format by ground
personnel. After becoming familiar with the format, pilots may want to use
it when making reports in order to pass the information along more expeditiously and efficiently.
Under the standardized format, a PIREP will be identified by the letters
UA at the beginning of the report. The order in which the data will be encoded is:
OV (location); FL (flight level) ; TP (type of aircraft);
SK (sky cover); TA (temperature); WV (winds);
TB (turbulence); I C (icing) ; RM (remarks).

•

•

•

•

After the RF -4 landed the pilot did not jettison the drag chute and he did
not release it after shutting down the engines in the transient parking area.
The crew then left the aircraft but did not install the canopy initiator pin .
When T A tried to remove the drag chute they discovered it was still installed. A technician climbed up and reached into the cockpit to jettison the
chute. Unfortunately, he grabbed the wrong handle and jettisoned the
canopy. While obviously the technician was wrong, the aircrew did not help
much. It is bad enough to be lax with after-landing procedures at home
drome where everyone knows the aircraft, but at other bases where people
don't know your airplane as well, you have to be sure everything is done
correctly, or else . . ..

•
•
•

•

AERO CLUB
ACCIDENTS

There has been an alarming number of Aero Club accidents this year. There
are no surprises in the cause factors:
• Flight below authorized terrain clearance limits.
• Loss of control during landing.
• Fuel starvation.
• Inadequate knowledge of aircraft systems and emergency procedures.
• Inadequate pilot checkout and familiarization in a new aircraft.
• Failure to comply with FAA aircraft inspection directives .
In every case the accidents could have been prevented by a more professional, disciplined approach to flying activities. Flying general aviation aircraft requires the same attention to detail as flying a military aircraft .

, az
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•
BAD DAY
ALL AROUND!

BLACK HOLE

The right throttle of the F-4 became stiff just after takeoff. With the right
throttle still set at mil power, the rpm rolled back to 80 percent. The pilot
retarded the throttle to idle; and the rpm stabilized there. Since everything seemed to be working, the throttle was advanced to mil again. The engine responded normally but a "check hydraulic gauges" light came on and
utility hydraulic pressure dropped to 1000 psi. An attempt was made to
lower the gear but only the nose gear came down and locked. All three gear
indicated down and locked when the emergency system was used. Next, the
right generator failed. The right engine was operating normally at that time,
but shortly thereafter the throttle again stuck at about 99-100 percent. The
throttle finally came loose but the engine would not reduce below 95 percent.
The pilot planned an approach end engagement, lowered the hook, and used
the emergency system to blow the flaps down. The touchdown was good,
about 800 feet short of the cable. Unfortunately, the hook did not engage.
The emergency brakes were activated and a successful engagement was
made at the departure end. Neither the throttle nor the engine master had
any effect when the pilot tried to shut down the right engine. Engine shop
technicians shut down the engine by disconnecting the throttle linkage and
manually moving the throttle linkage arm to cut off. The cause of this mass
of problems was a bleed air duct failure which allowed hot air to damage the
throttle linkage, wire bundles, and hydraulic lines in the right engine bay.
A C-9 approaching an East Coast air station late on a particularly dark and
hazy evening was advised that the field was VFR and to expect to land on
the short runway (6000 feet) because the main instrument runway (7000
feet} was closed for resurfacing. As the aircraft crossed the 5-mile DME
point, Approach Control advised that the main runway had just been opened
to traffic. With the winds light and variable, the aircraft commander elected
to use it.
Due to the last minute runway change, the aircraft arrived on final approach
slightly high and fast. Corrections were made and the aircraft crossed the
threshold at the desired height and speed. As the pilot began to rotate into
the flare, with all four landing lights illuminated, he suddenly realized that
the runway surface was totally invisible. A fresh coat of black asphalt had
been laid and runway markings had not yet been painted. The blackness of
the new surface, immersed in a totally black background obliterated all visual
reference to the ground. Aircraft height and pitch references were lost. As
the aircraft commander began to initiate a go-around, the aircraft touched
the invisible surface, and the landing was completed without further incident.
A pilot has to experience an event only once to realize how much he depends
on runway markings to judge height and pitch attitude. In this case, no
NOT AM had been issued due to lack of a standard NOT AM code for runway markings. The operations duty officer, not being an aviator, had no
knowledge and little understanding of the hazard. Of course, steps were taken
to properly advise subsequent arriving night flights of the hidden hazard.
From NAVSAFECEN Summary 37-76
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Winter
Flying ...
Seasonal
Work

inter brings both good and
bad news for pilots. First the
good news: Southern Californi a is less smoggy, and you no longer have to achieve earth escape velocity to top the thunderstorms in
Texas and Okl ahoma.
Despite those helpful items , for
most of us, winter has much more
bad new th an good. Of course, if
you happen to . be stationed at Kincheloe or Elmendorf, you have long
since checked out on winter flying.
But the rest of us do need a refresher on winter.

W

Let's start with the airplane.
When was the last time you looked
back in that section of the D ash On e
on cold weather operations? Many
aircraft have specia l procedures for
opera ting in cold weather. For example, some engi nes and in struments must be warmed up before
operation. Batteries th at are not in
good shape may totally give up when
th e temperature gets in th e minus
catego ry . This, combined with leaking seals and stuck actuators , can be
very frustrating.
One of the nice things about winter flying is the increased thrust your
engines develop in cold weather.
Gone are those long adrenalin producing takeoff roll s. Yet, this is a
mixed bl essing. lf you are not prepared , th e additional thrust can produce unusu al pitch angles and th e
more rapid acceleration can overspeed gear and fl aps.
Finally, a note on ice and deicing.
lf you have your aircraft deiced , be
sure that fluid has not drained into
the flight control areas where it can
freeze. Many aircraft have special
procedures for deicing. Have the
maintenance people at your base
show you.
The airplane is important, winter
or summer, but no matter how good
the airplane, the pilot must be prepared also. How long has it been
since you reall y did any serious instrument practice. Flying a super
GCA in CA VU "field grade" weather is no sweat. Could you do it as

well in 200 and 1h? A smart pilot
gets ready for winter by reviewing
AFM 51-37 procedures and then by
getting in some simulator practice.
Not everything you need for winter
flying can be practiced in the simulator. Short final at night is no time
to review your wet/ slippery runway
procedures.
Once you get yourself and your
airplane in shape you still have one
more probl em-the weather. You
don't have to be stationed at Minot
to be concerned about snow and ice.
Suppose you plan a cross country
from Bergstrom to George. If you
take a look at the map you will see
that you fly over some of the most
rugged terrain in the United States .
1t gets quite cold at 10,000 feet in
the Sangre de Christo mountains.
Although the chance of an ejection
or forced landing is remote, you
should pl an and dress for the eventu ality. Another practical aspect of
dress is the possibility of diversion.
It is unpleasant to land at Buckley
with only a summer flight suit when
th e chill factor is minus 40°.
Although the thunderstorms are
gone, weather is still a problem . Th e
jet stream is stronger and farther
south. It is not unusual to find 100
knot winds at cruise altitude . This
can significantly change fuel planning figures. You can avoid embarrassment by checking the winds aloft
before you go. (Speaking of wind s
-they can also be a problem at the
surface in some areas.) Winter is the
time of the mountain waves. The
turbulence associated with that phenomenon is extremely dangerous.
The real secret to successful winter flying is planning. If you have
ca refully preplanned your mission ,
and considered the possibilities and
problems you won't be surprised by
an unexpected turn of events. Planning is even more important now
when we get fewer hours and less
experience. With your help the Air
Force can enjoy an accident-free
winter flying season.
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LEARNING B Y DOING

turn was indicated, number three
popped up high and my student
fol lowed his lead. All of a sudden,
the four ship was out of his sight.
I could see them just over the
canopy rail. T took the aircraft and
corrected. The combination of our
being high , requiring less than one
" G " to recover and the formation
descending to the left, gave sufficient G to dislodge the student's
ca mera. The camera , which had
been stowed between his legs instead
of his side pockets or the map case,
" floated" up and struck the canopy.
The ca nopy fai led and plexiglass
"explod ed" outward. The front
canopy had onl y about 15 sq uare
inches left intact. T broke away
from the forma tion and called "out."
At this time T was pushing on the
stick to increase our rate of descent.
We had been at 18,000 ft before
the decompression and I wanted
to get the aircraft to 10 ,000 ft
quickly .
I recovered to level flight and
was heading back to base when the
ri ght engi ne fa il ed. The noise was
tremendous. T could hardly talk to
my student in the front seat, let
alone over the radios. I told him
to run hi s seat full down and keep
hi s hands on hi s lap to keep th em
out of the airstream . I called " in
the blind" that I was returning to
base, th at l had lost an engine, and
that my pitot static instruments
were erratic, because of the loss of
pressurization.
umber three saw us and tried
to rejoin. After making one pass he
rejoined. 1 cou ld hear and talk
enough to ex pl ai n my emergency
and told him to lead back because
of my poor communications and
instr ument readings.
I returned to base, made an
uneventful landing, and had the

-
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honor of being met at the end of
th e runway by th e wing commander.
Earlier that day he had given us
his " glad to be here at my new
base and take command speech."

"I've been an instructor for 2Yz
weeks, have just over 300 hours flying time, and now I've broken an
aircraft on the wing commander's
first day."

SECO DARY EMERGENCY-

•

~TRESSES

After the explosion of the
ca nopy I reacted as any well-trained
pilot. I ensured that I had control
of the aircraft, descended because
of the decompression, took care of
my failed engi ne, and pointed the
aircraft towards home. All of this
taking place in a matter of seconds.
Now come the reaction stresses,
or as l call it, the "secondary
emergency." Here I am , a second
lieutenant, I've been an instructor
for 2 1h weeks , have just over 300
hours flying time, and now I've
broken an aircraft on the wing
commander's first clay. The only
th ink that could make it worse is if
the other engi ne quits and we have
to bail out and lose the aircraft
totally .
The mind is a wonderful machine.
It can quickly analyze a si tu ation ,
take proper action and in this case
leave you 15 minutes to worry
abo ut what they arc go in g to do
with you.
I have already had the explosion
and reacted, l've lost an engine and
descended to red uce decompression
effects and get th e ai rcraft flying
properly. J am heading towards
base with co mmunication problems
and instrument fl uctuations. J am
now following the aircraft who put
me into the position which caused
the situatio n. Now I am set. The
hard est part is over, or is it? All
T have to do now is land . Wrong!
ow I have to relive the incident
two or three times on the way back ,
try to fly off of another aircraft,
listen to radios as best I can, so if
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worst come to worst, I can get
back without him. I have to figure
out position fro m the field to stay
or iented, airspeeds to land at. O f
course, the most important problem
now is, "what are they going to
do to me now?"
By the time I get back to base
and land , l've had two PCS moves,
an F.E.B. (Flight Evaluation Board)
and have ended my career before
it has begun. I know that it is
always the pilot's fault and if you
are training a student " it is" the
IPs fault.
At thi s time, I have recovered
from the second ary emergency. I
have convinced myself J took care
of the emergency properly, 1 am
going to land and save most of the
bird , and that is what 1 practice

•
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emergency procedures for , in case
it happens some day. For me it just
happened ea rlier than most.
All of my fears were answered.
The wing commander met me at
the runway , walked by me to look
at the a ircraft, and then walked
back to ask " Wh at the hell happened?"
As I had assumed, my flying
duties were reduced to zero for 3
weeks, with me working in the
squadron commander's office on
"odd" jobs. After the investigation
was all over, they came to me. My
squadron com mander congrat ulated
me on a fine bit of flying, bringing
back the a ircraft, but how did I let
myself get there in the first place" Don't you know better?"
A little more residual training

and back into th e fire I went, a
littl e more ex perienced .
IDEAS ABOUT F AlPS
Time required FAIPS durin g the
war years. At one time my squ ad ron
was 60-65 percent FAJP during
1970-72. Now it is still 55 percent.
The idea of making IPs out of
good flying students is valid.
But a risk is involved here as anywhere. This risk is putting low time,
inexperienced pil ots or IPs into a
high risk or high ex posure repetitive
situation.
I do believe that the new man
shou ld continue training on the job
- buddy IP flights, etc. The more
time and experience he can obtain,
the better he will be.
Now that there is no great
demand for FAJPS, the number

should go down . Let him go out into
the rea l world and get hi s experience.
I do believe, in my case, th at
the ex perience I ga ined as a youn g
rp made me more aware . I could
relate better to the student because
we weren' t fa r apart in yea rs and
our ex periences were simil ar. I
was a buffer between th e SEA
retu rnees and the students, trying
to keep both perspectives in the
rea l world.
T here will be F AlPS who have
adjusted and have earned their way ;
also some weak ones. We have to
help as best we can wi th their
shortcomings. Together, maybe we
can all fly well and safely through
the total effort.
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SITUATION AWARENESS

o ne key to s atety

•

CAPTAIN LARRY KANASTER, Kunsan AB Korea

•
ituation awareness on the part
of individuals can play a major
role in decreasing accidents and
accident potential. All accidents are
related by one factor-the individual(s) involved was not aware of
the potential for the accid ent or
chose to ignore the "warnings" for
the accident. This is "sit u at io n
awa reness."

S

Let's relate this first to flying. All
pilots were taught basic aerobatics.
Take the ai leron roll-few of us
would label this maneuver as dangerous (ty pe aircraft not withstanding). We perform such a maneuver
with plenty of altitude, airspeed, in
VMC conditions, and so forth so
that it is a "safe" maneuver; if we
dishout or stall , our altitude acts as
our safety cushion . Now what if we
do the same maneuver immediately
after takeoff? Is it still the same
"safe" maneuver? The answer is
maybe! F or example, many flight
demonstration team solos have done
just such a maneuver routinely with
few accidents associated with it. The
reason: total situation awareness
throughout the maneuver by the pilot on aircraft position, altitude, attitude, and aircrew proficiency.
The man euver is not first practiced after takeoff, it is worked into
grad uall y. It is practiced with plenty
of altitud e with the pilot getting used
to the timing involved and eventually moving down toward the deck .
The pilot is comfortable in the exe-

cution of the maneuver and can detect and react to unpl anned situ ations with relative ease. His "situation awareness," or in this case
"experience," tell s him when to roll ,
how much to roll , hciw much and
when to unload, and so fort h. He
wou ld know how much of a "dishout" his aircraft will normally give
him and how much he can safely accept. He would quickly detect, say,
a lack of engi ne response while still
rolling to a "safe" attitude.
Those of us not accustomed to
such a maneuver so close to terra
firma would naturally be slower to
detect and to react to the same situation. For us the maneuver might be
called "dangerous." Why? Because
we are maneuvering in an area for
which we are unsure of our abilitie; a
and our a ircraft's capabilities. I.
other words, our situation awareness
is lacking throughout the maneuver.
Suppose we decide to fly such a
maneuver anyway. I would bet most
pilots flying an aircraft capable of
such a maneuver could safely accomplish it-assuming everything
goes as pl anned. Supposing it doesn't
go as planned-say we experience a
flameout or perhaps our stick-andrudder abilities this particular day
are not up to our usual standardswe have no "out," no cushion. ow
if we practice the maneuver at altitude, gradually moving lower and
getting used to our reactions and the
aircraft's, the maneuver becomes
safe r.
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Take another situation-how often
have we flown a " lousy" gunnery
pass, or loop, or GCA, or just about
ny maneuver? By " lousy" I don't
. .ecessarily mean below " book"
standard, but below our norma{
standard. Probably not too often,
but often enough. Assuming th e aircraft performs as it should , what is
the reason? Perhaps it is our proficiency, psychology, crossed biorhythms, or what not, i.e., we're not
up to standard at all times and in
every situation. Thus the "safety
pad" comes in! However, we can't
always have a pad. For example, an
engine failure in an F-1 00 on takeoff as the gear is coming up leaves
little "safety pad" available. We
compensate for this by closer attention to engine instruments, emergency procedures, and thoroughly
knowing our egress procedures. We
know wh ether we could still land
straight ahead or will have to zoom
the aircraft and eject. If we land , do
we autom atically run off th e runway
or do we go into a barrier? Going
. ,f the runway, wh at might we hit?
WJ/hat barri er is on the departure end
and is it set up? Again, situation
awareness.
Such an example, is or should be,
the basis for most all of our training
programs. We cannot close our eyes
and ears to quoted "dangerous" flying. We must find first the reason
why it is dangerous and then either
eliminate the maneuver, if it has no
potential for us, or train slowly to
achieve proficiency in its execution.
Proficiency then becomes one of our
bywords. But now we have the
problem of defining " proficiency."
When is an individual proficient?
Is it when our training squares are

filled? Is it after 1500 hours in
type? H ardly. The answer lies with
the individu al. Some proficiency is
directly related to flight experience
-the more times you do it the better you get. But, concurrently , the
more times you do it the easier it is
to recognize when you are not doing
it correctly, or when the conditions
are such that you probably should
not attempt the maneuver at all .
This is experience, but a more appropri ate term is situation awareness. Experience is a term considered as "sometime down the road"
by our newer aircrews. After all ,
how can a second lieutenant or a
"slick-winger" be experienced? This
is where situ ation awareness comes
in. Instructors, flight leads, old
heads-all must talk not merely the
maneuver, i.e., how to do it, but also
when to d o it (or more appropriately, when not to do it). I do not mean
our regulation minimums, for in war
there are no " minimums" as such.
Sure, we can recognize quite easily
when not to attempt a particular
maneuver at altitude and in peacetime, whether our concern is actually sa fety or following regulations.
But can we recognize this same thing
at lower altitude and in wartime?
M aybe. But why not work to change
th at " maybe" to " probably ."
Situation awa reness can play a
major role in reducing our accidents.
As we approach any situ ation we
must be aware of the possibility for
success and the penalty for failure.
If success is not reached , we must
also know our altern atives. The
risks , then , are either fully acknowledged and accepted or the maneuver
is not attempted. At any rate, situation awareness has put us far ahead
of the game.

*
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he Captain sat quietly beside
his wingman during the debrief.
He was reflecting upon the
engagements he had had th at day.
All had not gone well. But, being
shot down in a simulated combat
situation was handy because he saw
his errors and was determined, if
jumped aga in by an aggressor, the
tide wou ld turn the other way. For
the moment he was relaxing and
looking forward to the club, hot
shower, and downtown Las Vegas.
But his thoughts were interrupted
by the voice of roll call a nd the
realization that hi s name had just
been mentioned to be a survivor
in the next day's scenario .

T

With some trepidation , he found
the survival team chief to ask about
the next clay's exercise. The team
chief made it sound sweet a nd simple: " Ju st show up at 0545 and
we'll brief you then , and don't go
hom e with the idea that this exercise is goi ng to be rough. Hopefully
you ' ll enjoy it and learn a great
deal."
This scene is repeated daily
throughout the Red Flag Exercises
at ellis AFB, Nevada. Det 2, 3636
CCTW, at Nellis is charged with

AEROSPACE SAFETY
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conducting the survival aspects of
these exercises. The objectives of
the scenarios a re to give as many
crew members as possible the opportunity to experience a n SAR
effo rt first hand, to learn by that
experience and sometimes by the
mistakes made, and to learn what
problems can be expected in a survival situation. These problems will
be the primary focu of this article.
What we are goi ng to highli ght are
the recurring mistakes we of Survival have observed at Red Flag in
the hopes that all ai rcrews will heed
them and give them some thought.
0545 came early and the Captain
showed up for the briefing nervous
and wishing he were Blue 4 rather
than Survivor 1. The briefings went
quickly from the total SAR force to
the safety briefing by the insert
chopper crew, the insert site selection , and finally the individual survivor briefings.
For the survivor briefing,
Captain and one other survivor were
assigned to specific survival instructors and they met to go over the
eq uipment found in their seat kits
and to discuss the scenario for the
day. The Captain was thoroughly
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knowledgeabl e on what each item
in hi s kit was, but a little hazy on
just what to do with hi s URT-33
beacon. When asked what actions
he would take with the beacon once
the ground , he stated that he
~robably would destroy it and bury
it. When asked if he was sure about
hi s decision, the Captain had some
doubt, but stuck to hi s guns.

A

During the scenario briefing he
was told that any deci sion made in
the field was his-the instructor was
there o nl y to ob erve and ensure his
safety, but he could ask question s
and seek advice if necessary. H e
was in effect, to pretend th at his
instructor was not even th ere and
press on as if alone. The in tructor
would step in and offer instruction
or guid ance onl y if it were required
to ensure completion of the scenario.
Once the briefings were finished ,
the Captain ga thered hi s gear and
the team proceeded to the insert
aircraft. This particul ar Red Flag

exercise was using H-53 Super Jolly
Green Giants and the crew chit<f
oon had all their gea r stowed and
they were ready fo r takeoff. The
flight to the training area was long
and boring. but it finally ended with
a low-level run-in for insert. The
Captain and hi s in structor depl aned
and moved out of the rotor wash.
The J oil y departed with a cl atter
and left a very noticea ble silence,
but the big green aircraft was soon
heard aga in as it so ught the ite of
its next insert, where the second
survivor, hi s in structor, and a safety
observer were to be let out.
The Captain's in structor briefed
him on the specifics of hi shootdown; where he landed, what conditi on he was in (he sustained a painful blow to the ri ght wrist upon impact and couldn't move hi s fin gers)
also, the fact th at enemy activity was
close and had seen hi s chute. H aving no further question s, his instruc-

CAPTAIN RONALD E . VIVION
P r ogram s and Current Oper ations Branch
3636th Combat Crew Training Wing
Fairchild AFB WA

tor si mpl y sa id "H ave at it and good
luck."
The first item of business was to
dispose of the chute. Along with
thi s, the Captain didn't feel he'd
need hi s raft or some other minor
equipment, including the URT-33
beacon. So he decided to bury it all
right at the site. The ground was
very hard and rocky; his next choice
was to carry it with him and di scard
it along the trail when a better concealment site was located. So, with
one good arm he picked up hi s gear
and started moving in the general
direction of a likely hiding spot. By
now he had wasted a good bit of
time at the landing site and was in
a hurry to move on. Soon, rowever,
he found it difficult to carry the
items he wi shed to discard and make
good time. He picked a spot and
again tried to bury the "extra gear."
Agai n, no luck . Finally, frustrated,
he started to pile rocks on the equipment to conceal it.

-

About this time, his instructor
stepped up and pointed out a few
things . First he had left a very definite set of tracks from the impact
point. The ground was hard but the
tracks still showed up. Also, by
burying his equipment o n the trail
he was taking precious time, using
energy, and worse, definitely convincing the enemy that this was hi s
route of travel. The instructor suggested he just roll up th at extra
equ ipment in the brown or green
part of the chute and leave it und er
a bush or rock at the landing site.
He further suggested that if he
moved carefully and slowly, step-

PRC-90 radio and turn ed it on .
Nothing. He couldn 't remember if it
was supposed to hi ss or not, but he
assumed that the battery was dead,
so he changed it. Still nothing. Suddenly, the cold sweats hit. No radio .
Just as suddenly he recall ed the
U RT-3 3 beacon two miles back
under a bush. Now he und erstood
why the instructor had asked that
pointed question earli er. Hi s instructor stepped up a•·,d di scussed
the situation and ~lis options namely the other signaling dev ices
he still had . He got his mirror,
flares, gyro jet, even his whistle out
and pl aced them in pockets where

how to prepare his smokes and what
to do when Jolly came into his area .
T here foll owed th at interminable
wait as the survivor puts all hi s faith
in the SAR forces , hoping and prayA
ing they would return.
WI'
Shortly after Sandy was out of
sight, he spotted a movement on the
opposite hill sid e. H e couldn 't see
for sure who it was but was amazed
th at at better th an half a mile he
co uld hear foo tsteps, a cough and
bits of conversation. Assuming th at
thi s was the enemy, he noted their
pos ition and route of travel and
made ready to warn Joll y when he
arrived.

they would be easily accessible.
F in ally, hi s instructor handed him
a spare radio and told him th at for
training purposes he wanted him
tQ use the radio but in real life he
wou ld have been unable to have
voice communicati ons with rescue.
Ju st as he was settling down and
enjoyin g the peace of the area ,
he hea rd a jet engine in the distance. Then came the blessed call:
" Downed aircrew, this is Sandy
Lead . .. over. " Establi shing contact, he was soon busy, answering
Sandy's question s about the area,
his condition, k nown enemy activity,
etc . Finall y, after three tries, he was
abl e to vector the A-7 directl y overhead.
As Sandy departed the area he
told the Ca ptain to keep hi s head
down and relax, the Jolly would be
there in a couple of minutes. Also,
he was given a thorough briefing on

He first spotted the A-7 s as they
flew cover for the Jolly. Then into
the va ll ey came the big green chopper and sudd enly things happened
fast. The Captain had just give n
the pos iti on of the enemy troops
when Sandy ca lled fo r a mirror
flash. H e put down hi s radio and
fished out hi s mirror. Because he
was in a bush , he stepped out in
the sunlight , then came another
transmi ss ion , and he had to dive
into the bu sh to answer. Sandy was
sti ll calling for mirrors whi le the
Joll y cal led for a better description
of hi s area and then a hold-dow n
for DF steer. Sudden ly, J oily call ed
for smoke, so once aga in he set
down hi s radio and grabbed hi s
flare .

•
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ping o n rocks or clumps of grass,
he wouldn 't leave as clear a trail
to follow. Thu s unburdened, he
pressed on .
Once again , he ran into travel
problems as he picked the military
crest as a travel route-about threefourths of the way up the ridge line.
This route was taught at the Survival School but didn 't work well in
the desert. It was obvious th at there
was no vegetation on the hill , so he
shifted to a dry creek bed. He was
abl e to use the vegetation and also
use terrain masking, thu s his route
was well concealed.
H e found a good hiding spot that
was in rel atively high terrai n and
would offer good concealment to
the Joll y when he came in to pick
him up. His instructor complimented him on his choice of sites and
thus bouyed up, he began preparing
for rescue. First, he took out his
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The o nl y way he could see to pull
the lanyard was with his teeth. But
his instructor was quick to point
out th at by placing a foot o n it he

•

•
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could pull it one handed . In all,
about 20 seconds passed before he
got the MK-13 flare ignited and
smoke finally began to r ise . But
a
hen he noticed that smoke was
~ ! so coming from the hill side where
the enemy was located. He tried to
tell Sandy about this but the radio
was busy with talk of a bogus smoke
and the ,Sandy rol ling in for strafe.
He looked up in time to see the
A-7 on a strafing pass on hi s own
position.

•

·•
•

It took another five minutes to
straighten out who was the real
survivor. At last, the chopper was
overhead , a PJ came down on the
penetrator and helped him on. He
then rode the penetrator into the
aircraft where another PJ started
treating his wounded hand. The
same scene was then played again
as the Jolly located the second survivor and effected another rescue.

Finally, as they prepared to depart for home, both survivors suddenly realized they were very tired
but a bunch pleased that they had
~een snatched out of there.
Back on base, the survival instructor met with the Captain to
debrief. His conversation touched
on some problems that had been
observed- the beacon, disposing of
his extra equipment, tracks in the
dirt, travel techniques and the use
of his signaling devices. The Captain left the briefing much more
aware of what it would take to survive that situ ation and reflecting
back, he did enj oy himself.

•
•

•
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ajor Charles L. Miller, USAF,
formerly with Military Airlift
Command is now on an ex ·
change posting with the Canadian
Armed Forces Air Transport Group
here. He was recently awarded a
flight safety "Good Show Award"
for the incident described below .

M

Major Miller is shown receiving
his award from Colonel John C.
Henry, Base Commander, Cana·
dian Forces Base Trenton . The air·
craft is a standar-d Boeing 707
modified for air-to-air refueling
from wing tip pods (not installed) .

But what could he have done to
prevent all these problems from
cropping up? Next month we'll take
each of his problems and a few
others and discuss the pros and
cons of each.

Major Miller was aircraft com ·
mander of a CC137 tanker con ·
ducting an air-to -air refuel! i ng
mission with two CF5 fighters .
The mission proceeded uneventful·
ly from home base of the fighters
at CFB Bagotville until arrival over
Rankin Inlet on the northwestern
shore of Hudson 's Bay, where the
CF5s were to do a photo recce .
While dep loying the refuelling hos·
es for a final top-up prior to de·
scent , the starboard boom and
hose assembly extended to its
maximum with a severe thump.
Subsequent attempts to retract the
hose were unsuccessful and the
assembly remained jammed at ap·
proximately 32 ft extension.

Questions and comments concerning these articles should be addressed to 3636 CCTW / DOO, Fairchild AFB WA 99011 or AUTOVON 352-5470.

The fighters were topped up
from the port refuelling pod, car·
ried out their mission and were es·
carted back to home base using
the port pod for en route refuel·

*

ling. After exhausting all possib ili·
ties to retract the boom and hose
assembly and verifying the safe
handling characteristics of the air·
craft at approach speeds , Major
Miller and crew flew the tanker to
home base and carried out a low
approach and overshoot to allow
visual examination of the jammed
pod by technical personnel.
Maintenance personnel verified
that nothing additional could be
done to retract the assembly, and
emergency vehicles were alerted
for the subsequent landing in the
event that residual fuel in the hose
caught fire. Major Miller landed
th~ aircraft to the right of the run·
way centreline, allowing the star·
board wingtip and refuelling hose
to extend over the grass , touching
down and stopping so that the
hose and refuelling basket did not
make contact with any part of the
runway. The skillful landing result·
ed in no damage to the aircraft ,
refuelling hose assembly, or aero·
drome lighting facilities.
Investigation revealed that the
hose response strut had failed ,
causing the drogue assembly to
travel unchecked past its limit of
travel, damaging and jamming the
internal mechanism of the refuel·
ling pod.
Captain W. J. Cross
Canadian Forces Base Trenton
Astra , Ontario
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LOW ALTITUDE WIND SHEAR
In 1975 a Boeing 727 air carrier
impacted the ground approximately
one-half mile short of Runway 22L
at John F . Kennedy (JFK) International Airport. The National Transportation Safety Board determined
that, "the probable cause of the accident was the flight's encounter
with wind shears associated with a
very strong thunderstorm located
astride the ILS localizer course."
This accident is part of an upward trend in the number of wind
shear accidents, both in tht departure phase as well as the arrival
phase of flight. What is wind shear?
It is, very simply, a relatively fast
change in wind velocity and / or direction. These changes in velocity
and direction may occur in both the
horizontal and the vertical planes.

WHAT CAUSES LOW
ALTITUDE WIND SHEAR?
The great majority of low altitude wind shear conditions are
caused by thunderstorm or front al
activity. Winds associated with thunderstorm activity may be encountered up to 15 miles from the storm
and can be very complex. Because
of the many variables inherent in
thunderstorm-generated wind shears,
this article will not attempt to discuss the effects of such wind shear,
nor provide guidelines as to what to
expect. If such conditions must be
encountered, improper anticipation
of wind shear effect could add to an
already dangerous situation.

surface is 10 degrees Fahrenheit or
more, or the front is moving at 30
knots or more, you should anticipate significant low level wind shear.
The best source of information concerning frontal activity is your preflight weather briefing. On e other
point should be noted. Frontal wind
shear will occur behind a cold front
and ahead of a warm front. You
should plan your arrival accordingly
-be on the ground well before cold
front passage or well after warm
front passage.

WIND SHEAR AND
ATRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
Before trying to understand what
happens to an aircraft as it passes
through a wind shear, we should
first understand what inertia is and
how it comes into play. According
to Webster, inertia is " a property
of matter by which it will remain
at rest, or in uniform motion in the
same straight line or direction unless
acted upon by some external force. "
How does this apply to our problem ? Applying Webster's definition
of inertia, an aircraft flying at a constant Ground Speed (GS) will have
a tendency to maintain that ground
speed until the aircraft is affected
by some external force. Note that
the in ertia of an aircraft is with
respect to the earth, not the air mass
it is flying through.
ow let's see how a sudden increase of head wind (or decrease
of tail wind) affects an aircraft's
performance.

IAS=150K

The severity of frontal wind shear
is dependent on the type of front ,
temperature change at the surface
across the front, and frontal speed.
As a general rule, the amount of
shear is greater along warm fronts.
1f the temperature change at the
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CALM WIND

GS=150~

..._..

IAS=200K

HE(lD WIND= 50K

GS=150K
Figure 1b
Instantaneous reaction to sudden
HW
IAS=150K

~

GS=100K

Figure 1c
Indications after a short period
of time
Starting with Figure la, the aircraft is in stable flight (let's assume
Indicated Airspeed (lAS) and True
Airspeed (T AS) are the same) in a
calm air mass. In Figure 1b, a sudden H ead wind ( HW) of 50 K is
encountered. Because of inertia, the
GS tends to remain at 1 50 K; however, the lAS will show an increase
of 50 K (from 150 K to 200 K) .' If
power inputs are not made by the
pilot, the aircraft will grad uall y
slow to 150 KlAS again (since the
aircraft will seek the airspeed it is
trimmed for) , resulting in a new GS
of 100 K as indicated in Figure 1c.
Figure 2 shows the effects of a sudden encounter with a 50 K Tail
wind (TW).

CALM WIND

GS=150K
Figure 2a

Flight through calm air mass

Flight through calm air mass
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IAS=tOOK
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TAIL WIND= 50K
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GS=150K

How would you expect an aircraft to react if a tail wind were
suddenly encountered as in Figure
2b? With the initial loss of lAS the
ai rcraft will pitch down (See Figure 4).
Figure 4

Figure 2b

Instantaneous reaction to sudden
TW

•

'a

CALM WIND

IAS=150K
TAIL WIND =50K

•

•

' '---
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50k

Figure 2c

Ir:dications after a short period of
tJme
otice the effect that the tail wind
has on indicated airspeed in Figure
2b.

•

tail wind

GS=200K

In addition to the changes that
occur in airspeed and ground speed,
wind shear affects aircraft atti tude
also. In Figure lb the aircraft experienced an increase of 50 K in
IAS. H the pilot did not apply any
force to the controls, the aircraft
would pitch up (See Figure 3).

A HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION
Let's assume we've decided to
terminate a flight with an ILS approach. The weather is: sky partia lly obscured, cei ling 2,000 broken, visibility 5 miles with haze and
surface winds down the runway at
I 0 K. Thunderstorm activity exists
in the area of the airport. We pass

·•

._,

- -- -- headwind

¢ 50k

''

'
the outer marker and start down
the glide slope, on course and on
approach speed (140 KIAS) . At
about 600 feet above touchdown the
airspeed jumps to 155 KIAS and
the aircraft is going above the glide
slope. What would your reaction be?
Most pilots would reduce power
in an attempt to slow to 140 KIAS
again and apply nose down pressure
on the controls to remain on, or get
back to, the glide slope. Let's assume we reacted in the same way.
We've attained 140 KIAS again,
GS is now 1 15 K, and we are approaching the glide slope from
above. At about 400 feet above
touchdown we uddenly lose 15 K
of indicated airspeed and our vertical velocity increases by 1,000
fpm . Can we recover before we
impact short of the runway? Think

I FC
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continued

about it. Our power is at a reduced
setting; our IAS is now 125 K (1 5
K below approach airspeed) ; GS is
at 1 15 K; and aircraft attitude is
lower than normal. Lotsa luck! !
The conditions encountered in
this hypothetical situation are very
similar to those encountered by the
Boeing 727 at JFK. What, if anything, could be done to avoid such
a predicament? We could have bypassed our destination and landed
at our alternate. That's one solution, but what if, due to the urgency
of our mission or for some other
reason, we had to penetrate such
conditions.

GROUND SPEED CAN BE
A LIFE SAVER
How can GS be of aid to us?
First, consider the conditions on the
surface. If we calculated an approach speed of 140 KIAS (also
T AS for our situation), then the
10 K wind down the runway would
give us a GS of 130 K (140 K-10
K). This time we'll fly the same approach through the same conditions ;
however, now let's use two target
airspeeds, a minimum lAS of 140
K AND a minimum GS of 130 K.
We have just passed the outer

marker, on course, on glide slope
and have established 140 KIAS .
Our GS is 130 K (this shows that we
have a 10 K head wind at this
point). The lAS suddenly jumps to
155 K and the aircraft pitches up.
Our GS will stay at 130 K for a
short period of time, but gradually
the aircraft will seek the IAS that it
is trimmed for , if no power or control inputs are made. The overall
result will be a grad ual decrease of
both TAS and GS. How do we react
this time? Since our GS is already at
the minimum of 130 K, we will have
to maintain or add power in order
to prevent the loss of GS. J n addition , we would adjust our pitch to
maintain or recapture the glide
slope. Now, our speeds will be 155
KIAS and 130 K GS. At this point,
GS is our controlling speed. As we
encounter a loss of head wind, the
JAS will suddenly change to 140
KTAS and the GS will remain at 130
K. I think you will agree that we're
in a much better position to recover
this time. Comparing the two approaches, our second approach has
us at a higher JAS (by 15 K) and a
higher power setti ng. We've improved our chances of counteracting

PICTURE QUIZ

the downdraft and sudden loss ofA
head wind , and of making a suc-cessful missed approach or landi ng.
Sounds like a super technique,
but what about those of us who
don't have reliable GS indicators or
don' t have any source of GS read
out at all? The best advice that can
be offered is to increase your approach speed (TAS), if ou determine th at wind shear on final m ay
be encou ntered (pilot reports are
probably your best source of information).
The use of minimum GS and
minimum JAS is the best technique
known to counteract low altitude
wind shear. Research is being conducted in the detection of wind
shear using both ground and airborn e equipm ent, but it will be some
time before any of these projects
bear fruit.
Hopefully, this article has, in a
very ba ic manner, introduced you
to the sources of low altitude wind
shear and how it affects aircraftperformance. There is additional
information being published on this
topic daily. R ead it and understand
it. It only takes one encounter with
wind shear for it to be your last.
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can you identify these
aircraft?
Part of the tradition and hi story
of the Air Force is rooted in the
many machines famous and obscure
which have served in the past. So
for you nostalgia buffs we are starting a feature . Here are four aircraft
from the past. How many can you
name?
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HOLD THE
MAJOR PHILIP M. McATEE
Directorate of Aerospace Safety
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t this time of the year we
usually have warned of the
dangers of aircraft icing. Before we made the same pitch this
year, we decided to have the computer here at AFISC identify what
have recently been the greatest
icing dangers.

A
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We found that while incidents
caused by airframe icing have
decreased, engine icing is a different
story.

•
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•
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The largest icing problem confronting the jet pilot today is
engine inlet duct lip, engine dome
nose and inlet guide vane icing.
Since January of 1974, there
have been 16 incidents where the
cause was ice ingestion by an
engine. Included on the list was
the tragic loss of a CH-53 helicopter with 16 fatalities . In ~hat
accident induction ice was dislodged
and ingested causing catastrophic
compressor failure and a total loss
of engine power. Fortunately, the
other cases did not involve fatalities
but the potential was there.
rt is important to recognize that
while all USAF jet aircraft have
engine anti-ice systems, not all
have engine inlet anti-ice systems,
so you must be very familiar with
the system operation on your aircraft.
You should also know the conditions under which ice can form.
The conditions most common to
engine inlet icing occur when the
free air temperature is between
+ 5°C( 41 °F) and - 20 °C(- 5°F)

and visible moisture is present or
the dew point is within 4 oC(7"F)
of the free air temperatl,lre. Remember when visible moisture is
present, engine inlet icing can occur over a wide range of temperatures, above or below freezing.
The increase in air velocity as it
enters the aircraft engine duct, the
engine compressor inlet and the
compressor inlet guide vanes causes
a drop in temperature of the entering air. Moisture in the air becomes
super cooled as it passes through
the engine inlet and it can cause
engine inlet icing even though
external ice is not being formed
on th e aircraft.
The following incident will illustrate: An FB-J 11 was cruising
clear of all clouds at FL 220. As
the aircraft approached its target
area, nr 1 engine stalled and rolled

back to 60 percent, then completely flamed out. The pilot made
a successful airstart and returned
to base. After landing, damage from
ice was found to the fan case and
the first stage compressor. On preflight the auto ice detector had
been inop, so the crew was to use
manual anti-ice if required. The
pilot stated that, since he was clear
of clouds at all times, anti-icin g
was not used.
Should a pilot find himself in
an icing environment and have
ice build-up on wing leading edges
and windshield, etc., before he
has initiated anti-ice procedures,
he should assume that ice has started
to build up in the engine inlet and
inlet guide vane area as well.
[f you find yourself in this
situation it would be a good idea
to switch the ignition ON before
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HOLD THE ICE, PLEASE
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actuating the engine anti-ice system.
Keep the ignition on until the ice
is gone and stable engine operation
is resumed.
When anti-icing system activation is delaye~ until after ice
has already formed, there is a
chance of ice breaking off in large
pieces and being ingested into the
engine. The same situation occurs
whfti
· system is
in<~l'atliY~ ~d manual anti-ice is

e

is ON or OFF.
E ngines with compressor damage
from ice in gestion are likely to
operate stall-free up to about 85
percent rpm. However, th is will
depend on the amoun t of damage
incurred. A damaged compressor
has a greatly reduced stall margin
and will stall with very little inlet
duct airflow distorti on. R apid
throttle movement, abru pt attitude
changes, and tight turns should be
avoided.
Although engine inlet icing has
caused the greatest number of in-
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When ice builds upon wing leading edges and the windshield, before anti-ice is
turned on, the pilot should assume ice buildup has started on engine inlet and
IGV. Photo at left shows damage to engine from ice .

•
cidents, there are two other icing
dangers that I would like to
touch upon.

•
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Recently, a commercial airliner
on a ferry flight was destroyed when
the aircrew failed to recognize
pitot icing. The cause was, tragia cally, failure to turn the pitot
W heaters on prior to takeoff. As the
pitot tubes iced, the airspeed kept
increasing as the inlet aperture
was decreased. The crew responded
by increasing the angle of attack
to reduce the increasing airspeed .
This was continued until the
aircraft stalled .
The Air Force, fortunately,
has not recently suffered a crash
caused by pitot icing, but we have
had three cases that could have
if the pilots had not recognized
what was happening. The first incident was caused by excessive
water in the pitot static system
coupled with a pitot heater failure.
The pilot had constant airspeed
but was rapidly overtaking lead.
Airspeed increased, then dropped
to zero. A safe approach was made
on his leader's wing.
The two other cases are nearly
A identical. Both aircraft were on
W high altitude intercept missions in

the vicinity of thunderstorms.
Each aircraft received a lightning
strike and shortly thereafter airspeed indication became erratic .
Both pilots recognized pitot static
malfunctions and requested escort
aircraft to assist them. In both
cases the cause was a burned out
pitot heater as a result of the
lightning strike. If the pilots in
all of these had not correctly diagnosed the pitot static problem the
ending could have been tragic.
The last type of icing is airframe icing caused by slush on
the taxiway or runway. All of you
have heard of slush being thrown
up from the runway and freezing

l

in the wheel wells. Well , recently ,
this led to two cases of frozen landing gear or switches which then
failed to extend properly. Again,
the guardian angel of aviators
intervened and the landing gear was
coaxed down and locked. To highlight how severe a problem slush
can be, here is an accident involving
a civilian aircraft.

The aircraft was on a scheduled
flight. The weather was close to
minimums with fog and falling
snow, and the temperature was
right at freezing. The pilot had the
aircraft completely deiced prior to
taxi. On takeoff roll the pilot
noticed about V2 -inch of slush on
the runway; but all instrument
readings and acceleration were
normal. Aircraft rotation and liftoff
were normal but the aircraft was
unable to climb. Despite full power,
the aircraft mushed into the ground
and was severely damaged. That
is what slush thrown up by the gear
and adhering to the aircraft can do.
The message in all of these
icing . tales is to recognize the
dangers in time to take protective
measures. According to the record,
you are more aware of the dangers
than ever before. With your continued awareness and prompt action ,
I hope it is even more difficult to
find an icing subject next year.
(Portions of this article have
been adapted from previous articles
on the subject. Our thanks in
particular to Northrop Talon Service News and Lt Col Charles "R.
' Barr, Directorate of Aerospace
Safety.)
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CAPTAIN DONALD K. FENNO, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

id you know that military aviation suffered its first flying
loss back in 1908 when Army
Lieutenant Thomas E. Selfridge
lost his life in an aircraft accident
which Orville Wright managed to
. ?
survive.
Did you also know that the first
published aircraft accident rate (fiscal 1921 , USAF Accident Bulletin)
was 467 accidents per 100,000
hours of flying? In today's terms,
that equates to 1,565 accidents per
year. Whew! Can't imagine what
they were thinking in those days to
accept such losses as normal. Agree
with me so far? Jf you do, T " Gotcha," because those accidents were
no different from those we are experiencing today. We were losing
crews and aircraft to such things
as operator error, materiel fai lure,
or mai ntenance. Those terms sound
familiar? They should! Those are
the same terms used to descri be
today's accidents.
Why are today's rates so much

D
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lower than yesteryear's? Well , today
we devote a lot of time, effort, and
money into making flying safe. IFR,
radar, and systemized safety are but
a few of the things that contribute
to safer flight; and over the last 10year period , innovations such as
these have reduced our major accident rate from 5.9 in 1965 to 3.5
m 197 5, fatal accidents from 113
in 1965 to 33 in 1975, and aircraft
destroyed from 262 in 1965 to 79
in 1975 .
We can stop patting ourselves on
the back, however, because we still
paid about the same amount ($367
million in 1965 and $325 million in
1975) and the fatalities and aircraft
losses are still unacceptable. Today's accidents can be categorized
within the same areas as the early
ones: human error, mechanical failure, and environment caused. My
concern is that human error has contributed nearly 56 percent to our
accident rate over the past 10 years
and will continue to do so until

D ECEM 8 ER 197 6

something is done. lt is a fact thatthe proportion of human contribution has not significantly varied
since the Air Force started counting
accidents. The principal person that
can do something is you, t~e pilot,
the navigator, or crew member.
One of the biggest contributors
to human factor accident rates is
operator error. This category appears everywhere the aircraft flies.
For example, during 1975 the fo llowing accidents occurred and have
been attributed to human error:
Pilot Induced Takeoff Accident 3
Pilot Induced Landing Accident 10
Midair Collision
4
Collision with
Ground Non-Range
7
Control Loss
13
Remember, the crew is the common
denominator m all of these accidents.
To digress a moment, T want to
dispel a common rumor; the accident board does not attempt toa
" hang" the crew. In fact, in mostW

•

•
•

•

.•

cases they bend over backwards to
avoid doing so.

ee

•
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One specific area in which you,
pilot, have control is the area
of "pressing." (Pressing manifested
itself in many of the operator error
accidents in the early 1900s and still
does.) How many times have you or
someone you know gone beyond the
"normal" point of recovery for a
maneuver to get the "better score"
(collision with ground, range), continued any unsafe maneuver because
of peer pressure (pilot induced landing accidents), or just happened to
fly out of the flight envelope (loss
of control). In these instances, was
it really worth it?
Many "good" pilots and crews
have been ejected from the game of
life because of crew error. In aircraft where the crew concept is
needed, the navigator, engineer or
copilot are just as responsible for
monitoring and thinking safety as
the AC. Ponder for a moment; what
are your chances of survival if you
the AC to exceed parameters
and buy his headstone (collision .
with ground, non-range)? What I'm
trying to say is we (the Air Force)
can only institutionalize and instrument the safety game of flying to a
point, then the ball is thrown to
you, the operator! Ultimately, it is
you who makes the deCision.

e low

We are improving in terms of
fewer accidents. But we have more
than enough attributed to materiel
failure and the environment, so we
don't need the "mistake" of a crew
to add to our total. This is one area
where you, the crew, have direct
control. So let your actions in all
situations reflect your internalized
decision to fly smart (safely). I leave
you with one last thought. Everyone
in the Air Force is "the best crew
member"; however, can you honestly say to yourself, "I am the
safest crew member in the Air
~orce?'' Safety and "The Best" go
.
gether!

*

As the Steward Standardization
NCO, 99th Military Airlift Squadron, Andrews AFB, Washington,
DC, VC-9C-VC-140B type aircraft, I enjoyed your article in the
July Aerospace Safety magazine entitled "Escape."
Another reason for writing is to
find your source of information regarding the 100 yard distance you
quoted after crashing before you
stop to look around. We have been
unable to find a source other than
CDC605XOA, Air Passenger Specialist- In flight, which states 50
feet (minimum) . This distance even
as a minimum is out of the question.
We have been teaching 100 yards as
long as I have been here, until the
CDC was brought to our attention.
Your response would be appreciated.
ROSS H. PORTER, TSgt, USAF
Stanj Eval Stewarq
99 MAS, Special Missions (MAC)
Andrews AFB , Washington , DC
Like you, we haven't been able to
locate a firm 100-yard requirement.
The USAF Crash Survival Investigator's School, the USAF Accident
Investigator's School, the USAF Accident Investigator's Course and the
USAF Survival School teach 100
yards. Those fortunate enough to
walk away from an airplane crash
don't want to get killed by a piece
of exploding airplane. The photo
above of a 120-pound piece of DC-8
wing illustrates our point. One hundred yards may be too far , but it
may not be far enough. It's a good,
convenient figure most people can
estimate.-Ed.

---::::::..::._

SUBJECT: Do you know the answer?-Article, Aerospace Safety,
Aug. 76.
In part, question number eight
reads ... You are in the weather
and lose communications just after
point A (Figure 2). You climb to
7000 feet at point B because of the
MEA. ...
It seems to me that in case of
lost communications the pilot would
need to be at 7000 feet (MEA from
point B to C) prior to point B. I
would like to hear some comments
on the subject.
Keep up the good work.
ANTONIO NAZARIO, ILt, USAF
39 TAS
POPE AFB, NC
!. In response to your inquiry, the
following applies.
a. In accordance with the Federal
Aviation Regulations Part 91 .119
(b) , "Climb to a higher minimum
IFR altitude shall begin immediate-
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MAIL CALL

continued

ly after passing the point beyond
which that minim um altitude applies, except that, when ground obstructions intervene, the point beyond which the higher minimum
altitude applies shall be crossed at
or above th e applicable MCA (Minimum Crossing A ltitude)."
b. FL IP General Planning defines
Minimum Crossing Altitude (MCA)
as "the lowest altitude at certain
fixes at which an aircraft must cross
when preceding in the direction of a
higher minimum enroute IFR altitude (MEA)."
c. MCA's are de picted on IFR
enroute charts.
2. T he answer given in question
=8 of the August 1976 " IFC ApfJI'Oach" article reflects the guidance
quoted above. If you have any further questions regarding instrument
flying, fee l free to contact us at

AUTOVON 487-4276/ 4884.
RICH A R D L. BUESINGER ,
Lt Col, USAF
Chief, Flight Standards Division
USAF Instrument Flight Center
R andolph AFB TX

wants it o n his scope and has switc hes to add it o n or remove it as
needed. T he A ir T raffic Controll er
( 16XX) is more concerned with th.
proximity of various airc raft an
li ning the m up with the run way, etc.
Therefore, he wants to remove the
weather so he can see all the aircraft
a ll the time. T he a ircrews should remember, when req uesting rad ar services , to know w hom you are talki ng
to and what the capabilities are. A
systems approach to modern flying
is a good one. Ground radars are an
extension of the aircraft instrumentation and should be well understood
by the aircrews using them. They
are part of the system. Just ask any
pil ot that has do ne hi s career broadeni ng in the 17XX or 16XX ca reer
fie lds.
J A M E S E. BRlDGES, M ajor,
USAF
Comm a nde r
82d Tacti ca l Control F light (TAC)
H o ll o ma n AFB, M

I . R eference: J ul y 76 O PS TOPICS.
"G O TC H A"-this note on A ir
Traffic Control R adars is a good
one but it only touches part of the
problem. That 141 crew may well
have been working with Tactical or
Air Defense radars which do paint
weather quite well when the switches are set to do so. The addition of
circular polarization to the radar set
makes it possible to see through rain
clouds whi ch woul d o th erwise mask
the aircraft the controll er wants to
see. H owever, it also h ides turbulent
areas.
2 . Since it is desirable for the Tactical Weapo ns Controll er (1 7 XX) to
know w here the wea th er is for offensive and defensive tacti cs, he

*
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A stud ent pil ot is known to be
hav ing trouble ha ndling the T -38
in the traffic p attern . H e consistently lets the aircraft get slow prior to
fin al turn . One day returning from
a fo rm atio n mission solo, he stall s
the aircraft in the fin al turn and
crashes.
A fli ght of A-7's completes air
refueling then proceeds to a practice
area. T he fli ght lead does not call
for any fuel checks and so the fuel
feed malfunct ion in one of the A-7's
goes unnoticed unti l too late.
A transport makes several ap-
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proac hes to a n airport that is below
minimum s. T he aircraft flies in
heavy icin g conditio ns fo r several
minu tes . O n the go-around the aircraft sta ll s and cras hes.
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ca n't admi t mi stakes, yo u usuall y
can ' t co rrect them .

A pil o t is known to have several
personal problems. For severa l
weeks he has been depressed a nd
preoccupied. H e confides to friends
th at he has not been slee ping well.
On an overwa ter range mission , he
does not pull out in time. T he aircraft sinks immedia tely a nd is not
recovered .
All pilo ts have a self-im age
which incl udes independe nce, competence and ski ll . We do not like to
admit that we are fallible. The old
feeling that, if you are really a pilot,
you've got to think you're the greatest, can be an insid ious trap. If you

••l'
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CAPTAIN JOHN E . RICHARDSON , D irectorate of A e rospa c e Safety

n in experie nced pil o t attempts
to fl y an ACM m aneuver for
which he is unqu ali fied . The
instructor allows him to continue to
an out-of-control conditi on and th e
c rew is fo rced to eject.

·~

T hi s relu cta nce to admi t o ur own
fa il ings also makes us un willing to
recogni ze weakness in others. T o
identi fy a ny pil ot as less th an perfect is to cast do ubt o n o urselves.
So we tend to gloss over errors and
mi stakes . We are no t willin g to take
a stand and say "No. Thi s pil o t is
not able to perform."
We ca n no lo nger hide from o ur
responsi bili ty. A ircraft and trained
crew m em bers are too valu able today for us to ad here to th e qualification by attrit io n ph ilosophy. Each
of us m ust work to help one another
to the best of our ability. The "hack
it or die" approach is as outdated
as the Sopwith Camel. We are oua
brother pilot's keeper.
W
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FIRST LIEUTENANT

Jeffrey L. Moddle Warren 8. Shaw
401st Tactical Fighter Wing

Presented for

outstanding airmanship

•

and professional

performance during

•

a hazardous si tuation

and for a
significant contribution

to the

United States Air Force
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Accident Prevention

Program.

On 26 January 1976, Captain Moddle, instructor pilot, and Lieutenant Shaw, pilot, were on a local transition ride in an F-4C. Captain
Moddle had just completed demonstration of a minimum time turn . As the
nose of the aircraft approached the horizon , he retarded the throttles and
was about to ask Lieutenant Shaw to take control of the aircraft to practice the maneuver. Before relinquishing control , Capta in Moddle noted
the nose of the aircraft continuing to rise and attempted to lower the nose
with forward stick pressure. He discovered the stick frozen near the extreme aft position . He asked Lieutenant Shaw if he was holding the stick
and received a negative reply . As the aircraft nose continued to rise to 60 °
of pitch , he directed Lieutenant Shaw to select afterburner and began a
rudder roll to the left. Upon exper iencing the uncomma nded nose rise,
Captain Moddle had immediately activated the rear cockpit paddle switch
to disconnect auto pilot and stab augmentation systems. With no results
from his switch, he directed L ieutenant Shaw to hit his paddle switch,
check front trim circuit breakers, and see if his checkli st was lodged in
front of the stick. As he controlled the aircraft pitch attitude with afterburner and rudder, Captain Moddle directed to prepare for ejection and
selected guard channel for a " Mayday" call. Both pilot were attempting
to move the stick forward with muscle power and full nose-down trim .
After 540 ° of turn with airspeed 120-150 KCAS and angle-of-attack fluctuating from 1 8-24 units, Captain Moddle asked for one last maximum joint
effort to break the stick loose before ejecting. On this attempt the stick
broke loose enough to recover to level flight. During their immediate return to base, they completed an approach configuration controllability
check. A successful straight-in, approach-end barrier engagement was
made with reduced stick available. After the aircraft landed, maintenance
personnel discovered an AlM-7 cable dust cover lodged in the stick bell
crank. The teamwork and airmanship exhibited by Captain Moddle and
Lieutenant Shaw resulted in the safe recovery of a valuable aircraft.
WELL DONE!
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